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Hours of leisure
Miles of pleasure

THE MEN ON THE MOVE
Read Steve’s account of his 350 mile
Help for Heroes Charity ride from
Brussels to Paris, his continued
encounters with Stella and a certain,
apparently
enticing,
rear-end.
Appropriate, as this year is the
centenary of the start of WW1. A
notable achievement too, given him
being knocked off his bike pre-event
and continued wrist problems

.
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New member Karl has just
ridden the 3 English stages
of the Tour de France – a
439km/275m ride. Yet
another timely article and his
account appears later in the
Newsletter too.
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Our racing man on the move is definitely Steve
Gibson. He only started road/circuit racing this
season and he has already won enough points
to get his 3rd cat licence. In the Tuesday
evening time-trial series he is giving Anthony
Westwood a hard time, yet only riding a road
bike with clip-ons. All this and he still reckons
we are not giving him a fast enough time!! (we
were a minute out in all fairness!). He has a PB of
22.33 on the Grain course – on the road bike
with clip-ons!
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Results
14/6/14 API-Metrow E2/25

Time Trials
20/5/14 GCC 10

Q10/24

S Gibson
A Westwood v
J Tibbs v
L Gower
K Gleadow v
S Harrington
D Barclay v
A Williams
M Simms
K Firmin v
M Harrington v

22.46
22.46
24.42
25.24
26.02
26.06
26.25
29.20
29.58
31.08
31.16

M Coulter

1.00.06

14/6/14 SFA 10
A Westwood

Q10/22
22.17

17/6/14 GCC 10

Q10/24

S Gibson
J Tibbs v
M Coulter v
S Harrington
K Gleadow v
A Crothall
K Ward v
P Edwards
K Firmin v
D Barnes v
M Harrington v

22.49
24.34
25.05
25.20
25.42
26.46
27.55
28.13
31.22
30.43
30.47

31/5/14 De Laune

Q10/24

A Westwood 6th
K Gleadow
D Barclay

22.15
24.46
25.57

3/6/14 GCC 10

Q10/24

S Gibson
J Tibbs v
M Coulter v
K Gleadow v
K Ward v
P Edwards
J Naden
A Williams
S Pegg
K Firmin v
M Harrington v
M Jones v
D Stace

22.48
24.40
25.36
25.54
28.33
29.02
29.07
29.18
30.04
30.25
31.26
31.44
32.21

26/6/14 VC Deal 2up 10 Q10/42
S Gibson/D Usher 1st Mixed 25.11

8/6/14 KCA 50

Q50/11

MTB

M Coulter

2.11.57(pblts)

10/6/14 GCC 10

Q10/24

A Westwood v
J Tibbs v
S Harrington
J Smith
K Gleadow v
A Crothall
L Harrington
P Edwards
A Williams
M Harrington v

22.31
24.31
25.33
25.48
26.04
27.04
27.14
28.42
28.57
31.08

Gravesend Cycling Club
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21/6/14 Herts Whs 10 F20/10
M Coulter

22.50(pblts)

1/7/14 GCC 10

Q10/24

A Westwood v
S Gibson
M Coulter v
K Ward v
R Denman
D Barnes v
M Jones v
M Harrington v
K Firmin v

22.04
22.33PB
24.36
27.49
29.36
29.52
30.13
30.37
30.52

1/6/14 Whipstakes Snr event
S Gibson

2nd

Road Racing
22/5/14 SERRL Cyclopark
S Gibson

5th

rd

(earns 3 Cat licence)

13/6/14 London Nocturne Retro Crit
L Gower
5th
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Sportifs/Randonneurs/Charity
rides

22/6/14 Prostate Cancer Saxon 100m
Mike Jones
6hr 52 mins

14/4/14 Wiggle New Forest Sportif
86m

22/6/14 Essex Secret Bunker Sportif
70m
Keith Allen
3hr 40mn

D French & J Peck (gold standard)

4hr 42

1/6/14
Help the Heroes: BrusselsParis
Big Battlefield Bike ride 350m
Steve Jones

Austrian Ironman -22/6/14
Steve Hunter
Steve Harrington

13hr 13mn
14hr 23mn

(Swim 2.6m Bike 112m Run 26.2m)

Caption competition……………….

(picture supplied by Don Bardoe – always the man for innovative training methods)

Wait till I put this time on Strava…………….
No hills in Kent I need to get some proper training in
Now …where did I put that gel?
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This & That …………..
Congratualtions to Steve Gibson who has won enough point to get his 3rd cat road racing
licence.

Commiserations to Andy Gibson (no relation) , usually a stalwart of time trial racing who
has hurt his back and is out for the moment.

A commendation to the Club’s new aquatic man, Kevin Gleadow¸ who went out to
warm up at 10 and got caught out on the course in a sustained deluge. He was certainly wet
on his return when by then we had cancelled the race and had packed up and ready to go!!!!
Congratulations to Steve Harrington who is doing an excellent job is managing the
Club kit. Latest addition are the socks, which as the rest of the kit, look good.
A big thank you to Clive Walker who donated several items to the Club as a result of his
clear out prior to his move. Roger Stevens organized selling them to Club members and at
jumbles and as a result Clive has ‘donated’ £50 to Club coffers. We are sorry to see you go
Clive but thank you for supporting the rides and Club events. Our loss is Hereford Wheelers
gain and I envy you riding those less than crowded roads.
Sadly we are not seeing two stalwarts/veteran Club members out at the Evening 10s now –
Don and Ian – but we wish you well and hope in due course you will be familiar faces again.
How reassuring to still see that old yellow jersey of Chris Marshall’s still circulating the
roads around Vigo-Meopham area..
A big thank you to all those members who have been asst timekeepers/marshalls or
timekeepers or who has just come out to help at the Evening 10s. Excellent – it makes the
event go that much more smoothly, shares the workload around and adds to the ‘togetherness’
of Club activities.
A sadly supplied by Clive Walker but not directly related to the Club.
Cliff Shrub, 79, a frame builder of old, sadly died after a fall from his bike. If interested here
is a link to a piece written by Richard Hallett at Cycling Weekly.

http://www.cyclingweekly.co.uk/news/latest-news/cliff-shrubb-frame-builder-diesaged-79-125264
I knew Cliff quite well when he worked at Pearsons in Sutton. He was a lovely man with a
wealth of knowledge on anything bike. I'm sure some of the older GCC members would know
Cliff. Roger Stevens suggests look at 'classic frame builders'
on www.classiclightweights.co.uk for further information on Cliff.
Congratulations to Steve Hunter and Steve Harrington for completing the Austrian
Ironman event. Not the first one for Steve Hunter but it is for Steve Harrington. Hopefully
we can get some insights into the experience in the next Newsletter
Mike Coulter has given his winter training bike its annual clean. Anyone wanting the DVD,
or for me to talk them through it ………… Alternatively I can put it on Strava??
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Forthcoming Events
27 July Ashdown Forest ride.
Dave French is going to be leading a ride to the Ashdown Forest on Sunday 27 July. A group
ride NOT a bash, social not a race – get the idea!!. Anyone interested contact him on davefrench@live.co.uk or 07884 558427

Bike around Brands 2014
This year's ride will take place on Friday 15th August from 6-8pm around the 1.2 mile
Indy circuit.. This is organized by the Swanley & N Downs Lions club in aid of EllenorLions
Hospice and chYps. You can raise sponsorship but the minimum ‘donationn’ is £15. Pay
when you sign in at the Kentagon Centre at Brands.
It is not a race of any description and you turn up and start when you want then– just a ride
round completing as many laps as you want. It is a social occasion.
Gravesend CC usually has a good turn out (except that last year I forgot all about it come the
day!!!) so hopefully we can muster some troops this year too.

Off-roading with James Smith
Interested in off road riding then this may be for you? “I'm going to do occasional off road
rides lasting about 2-3 hour's around Cobham using the North Downs and Pilgrims Way and
wondered if anyone wanted to join me. This will probably be on Sunday morning's and not
every weekend. Anyone is interested they can email me – jamessmith74@live.co.uk”

Tour de France with Leon Gower
As some of you may know Leon is a journalist and is going to be doing some freelance work
on the Tour de France. He is going to be making radio programmes as he follows the Tour
round France. He has just had confirmation that the shows will be broadcast on Resonance
FM 104.4FM (London) & online at the following times,
Episode 1 - The tour's first 3 stages in the UK - Weds 9th July at 4pm.
Episode 2 - The tour in Northern France / Belgium - Weds 16th July at 4pm.
Episode 3 - The tour reaches the mountains - Mon 21 July at 4pm.
Episode 4 - Mountain madness part II - Mon 28 July at 4pm.
Omnibus - Tues 29th July 6.30pm.
Within hours of broadcast time the shows will also appear on my website
www.tapedutour.com accompanied by a steady stream of photos and supporting rambling
text!

We wish you all the best Leon
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For Sale
- 50mm carbon clinchers, Van Nicholas Elements, (4 years old, cost new approx
£850), good condition, £300ish
- Zipp 808 Firecrest clincher 2013 front wheel with skewer and Tangente brake
blocks, bought Jan 2014, brand new, still boxed and unused, £600
- Boardman Air TT bike 9.2 Size Small
http://www.boardmanbikes.com/road/2013_Elite/airtt92_2013.html £1600ish
(I will reduce cost for bike sold without Mavic Cosmic wheels or with components downgraded to
SRAM Apex)

- Giant Aeryn TT bike 2011 Size Medium £750ish
Contact: Anthony Westwood 01634 671840; 077177 222601; anthony.westwood@btopenworld.com
07935 222688 info@awarchitects.co.uk

Leon Gower’s Retro Crit at the London Nocturne
On the 7th of June I headed to the streets surrounding Smithfield Market in London to
compete in the eighth edition of the annually held London Nocturne.
The event is made up of 10 separate criterium races around a 1.1km road circuit taking in 6
extremely tight corners. The Nocturne appears to pride itself on catering for the type of racer
who enjoys competing on the more obscure pedal powered vehicle. The afternoon saw
fiercely competitive crits
dedicated to penny-farthings,
folding cycles, track bikes and
hired Boris/Barclay bicycles
alongside conventional road
bike races.
I was racing in the retro crit,
to be aboard a pre 1988 steel
tube shifters, visible cable
pedals. Special thanks to
who opened the contents of
lending library allowing me to
1987 Geoff Wiles back to tip
should also go to the high
its competitively priced range
convincingly disguised the
crankset!

which required competitors
framed machine, with down
routing and toe clipped
Roger Stevens of the club
his garage up as a component
restore my grandfather’s
top racing condition. A shout
street store, Wilkinsons, and
of permanent markers, which
branding on my ‘07 model

At just before 8pm the 23 retro racers assembled at the start line and after a brief telling off by
the race commissaire, directed towards several who believed, mistakenly, that helmets
weren’t required in a race celebrating the retro look, we were off.
From the first lap it struck me how exciting it was to be racing upon closed roads and with the
sounds of cheering spectators (including many GCC voices), I also realised that this would
possibly be the only time I’d ever compete in a filmed race. So whilst fully appreciating that
the camera crews were most probably just practising for the televising of the Elite races I
thought that it’d be a sensible to try and keep up the front to get the Gravesend jersey in
perfect view for the camera motorcycle. (Does this suggest a ‘thinking’ Gravesend rider??
Hmmmm)
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This excitement was swiftly muted in the 3rd lap, when riding in fourth position up one of the
short straights I felt a heavy push on my back wheel. I successfully kept upright, however the
sound of clattering steel framed bikes suggested that not everyone succeeded. For a reason
that I can’t be sure of (I’m certain that I was riding at a consistent speed and direction with the
rider in front of me) we had touched wheels causing an accident that broke the 23 strong pack
into a spread scattered in ones and twos about the circuit.
Throughout the next lap I slowed slightly to assess how many were still riding, which in turn
meant that the 3 leaders raced ahead eventually scoring all three of the podium positions. For
the remainder of the race I became part of a strung out second group and during the final lap
managed to sprint past a few, crossing the finish line 5th overall.
Immediately after finishing my focus switched to finding the riders caught up in the crash to
wish them speedy recoveries from any injuries and to apologise if there was anything that
could have been done to avoid the accident. Speaking on the subject a couple of other retro
crit competitors remarked “that’s just racing.”

One for the Oldies …………

(picture sent in by Chris Marshall. If you ever see a yellow jerseyed rider around the Meopham,
Culverstone, Harvel area that’s probably him! Photo from the 1970s)

Gravesend used to hold a Hardriders event based on the Red Lion in Luddesdowne. This is in
the pub car park. It would head up past the Church, past Dean Lane, up Foxendown Lane and
then just before Camer Park Rd sharp left, down and climb up to Harvel and down Dean Lane
– it might have been once but I think twice to get the 10 mileish in! And it was hard!
From the right as we look – standing in black tracksuit Mark Gardiner, lady in grey jacket
Rene Crayford, rider in red GCC jersey Bob Crayford, rider in black with backsac Alf Weeks
who has only just passed away, on his left Dennis Freeman, man in bobble hat Roy Crayford
(bob’s dad), other red jerseyed rider Rex Wilkin and chap in fawn cardigan Frank Goodall
(both passed away)
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Help For Heroes Big Battlefield Bike Ride 2014 – Brussels
to Paris Steve Jones
I have to say, that after completing around 350 miles riding from Brussels to Paris, the Help
For Heroes Big Battlefield Bike Ride 2014 was one of the best experiences of my life.
Military precision organisation, great camaraderie between the participants, beautiful scenery
and best of all smooth traffic free roads! That was until we got to Paris, of course! A team of
4 of us joined together as TeamStar14, with tenuous links to the Daily Star team which had
participated on the event the year before. So along with Neil, Laurence and Warren I set off
on June 1st and into the unknown!
Day 1 – Eurostar to Brussels
Our party of 300 were split into 2, catching the 1pm and 2pm trains out of St. Pancras. After
dropping off our bikes to be loaded onto the lorries we collected our route maps and info
packs from the H4H organisers. Then onto the train with our luggage, mine containing more
medical kit for my injured arm, than energy gels! Buffet car is riotous as amongst our number
is a Stag Party. After checking in at our Brussels base, time for a quick walk around the city
and our first beer before our event briefing in the evening. My ride partner/room mate who I
know from the Sky Rides, and who hasn’t travelled much, is impressed that Belgium has
McDonalds and Pizza Hut. Then we all gather together for post event briefing, during which
one of the Stag Party passes out. Then off to dinner, a few Stella’s and a reasonably early
night in anticipation of a full days riding in the morning.
Day 2 – Brussels to Mons
Breakfast is served at 6.30am, and we get to check out all the shapes and sizes that have
managed to squeeze into their lycra. Then a short coach trip to meet our bikes at the start
point on the outskirts of town. I finally find my bike after 40 minutes searching. Team photo
is done and we are off. Slow processional speed getting out of Brussels and I find myself right
behind Mrs. Mark Cavendish in the queue. I am tempted to hold this position for the next 350
miles, but my ride partner is determined to make it to the front of the peleton, who then takes
a wrong turn taking 2 dozen others with him.
En-route to Mons, we stop at the site where the first shot of WW1 was fired by a British
serviceman.
After a brief history lesson we are ready for lunch. And
what a fantastic spread awaits us. Obviously I eat too
much, and feel more like going to sleep than riding for
another 30 miles. But after the application of an instant
cold compress to my dodgy arm, we’re away and head to
our next point of interest, The Symphorien Military
Cemetery. This cemetery is unique in as much as both
Allied and German casualties lay there. It is a beautiful
place, immaculately maintained by the Commonwealth
War Graves Commission
After a guided tour by our resident historians, a very
touching remembrance service takes place with
Belgium, French and British veterans in attendance,
although the Belgium was lucky not to become a
casualty after driving over 3 bikes when he arrived by
car.
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Service done we re-mount and head off to Mons. There we are welcomed by a police motor
bike escort all the way to the town hall for a drinks reception by the Mayor. After a few
Stella’s we are off to dinner, more Stella’s and then bed.

Now which is our Steve??
Of the 3 facing the camera
he’s on the right.
Is that protein replacement
he’s holding???? Unlikely
– more like carbs!

Day 3 - Mons To Arras
After an awful night’s sleep in The Auberge Hostel in Mons, I am feeling a bit groggy. On top
of having to bunk down in a room of 4(2 of whom snored like thunder), the décor although
clean was very much in the style of Prisoner Cell Block H. Breakfast was also very
continental in the worse sense. It’s also not so sunny today and for some reason we seem to be
leaving later than most of the others on the trip. We have some really interesting rolling
history stops today, explaining how the battle of the Somme began. It’s hard to believe that
1000’s died here in this wonderful countryside.

After another fantastic lunch stop and we are onto Arras
at the end of our longest pedal of 73 miles, and a
memorial service at the military cemetery.

Then it’s off to the hotel for dinner and a few Stella’s before bed. Oh, and then a couple more
Stella’s and a glass of wine or two.
Day 4 – Arras To Amiens
This is our shortest mileage day of 54 miles and my legs soon get going. But the weather is
awful with rain hammering down. As we start to pass others that have left before us, I find
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myself riding behind Mrs. Mark Cavendish and I am tempted to hold position on her back
wheel for the next 220 miles. However, my team mates want to push on!
Our first stop of the day is at the Newfoundland War Cemetery. The memorial there is a
lasting testament to our Canadian allies who fell in the Great War.

And the trenches have been preserved, and as you walk
through them it is incredible to think back to what
happened in now peaceful rural France.

Our main stop of the day is Thiepval Cemetery, half way between Arras and Amiens. The
memorial here is dedicated to the soldiers killed in the Somme whose whereabouts remain
unknown until this day. Incredibly there are 73, 000 names inscribed here, which amounts to
75% of today’s regular army. Lump in the throat time.
After a thoughtful pedal back to our hotel, it is a welcome relief to get out of the rain.
Unfortunately the organisers have sent my bag to the wrong hotel! Standing around cold and
wet wasn’t the best way to spend the next hour, but I appreciated the shower even more. Then
it’s time for a few Stella’s in the bar before dinner and I get the chance to speak with the
lovely Mrs. Mark Cavendish. She’s a charming young lady from Essex and I thought it was
sweet for her to bring her mum along. However, it turned out the more mature lady who’d
been over ripened in the sun was in fact Mrs. Jeremy Clarkson!

Day 5 - Amiens To Compeign
My favourite day in the saddle! On the bike at 7.30am, the sun is shining and we are
facing an undulating 60 miles to our next destination. Our major stop on route is at the
Australian War Memorial.

(Steve on the left)
Gravesend Cycling Club
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Here one of the Mates4Mates team, the Australian equivalent of Help For Heroes
gives a touching speech on the effects of Post Traumatic Stress that he suffers after
being held at gunpoint by child soldiers in Rwanda. Makes you think really.
Day 6 - Compeign to Paris
One last push! At last I get a good night’s sleep and after 4 days solid riding I’m
feeling stronger having hardly trained before the trip. We have a couple of rolling
history stops and at one site we are told that 7000 soldiers died there in one week.
You’d never know in a million years. As we are on a deadline to get to our holding
point in Paris, our lunch stop is at 10.30am! But I suppose that having breakfast at
6am makes that ok? Lunch done we have a 30 mile last leg into the capital of France
so we push on a bit. The suburbs of Paris seem to go on forever and even after we
sight the L'Arc de Triomphe it seems to take an eternity to reach it. But what a great
experience to cycle around it, and we make it to our meeting point in one piece. We
are then gathered up for a mass escorted ride down the Champs Elysees.

Left picture – Steve on right
Picture below – Steve on left

For sake of consistency I follow Mrs. Mark Cavendish to the finishing point for lots of back
patting and hugging, followed by a closing speech from the chairman of Help For Heroes,
Bryn Parry. We made it!!
That night we are free to explore Paris, have steak and chips and a celebratory glass of Stella,
and wine and Stella and then brandy.
Day 7 – Back to blighty on the EuroStar and gala dinner in Croydon
Day 8 – Hero Ride Blackheath to Horseguards Parade and then home!
All in all, unforgettable experience, which I would do again. The cycling is done at your own
pace, by all ages and fitness levels. Elspeth Cooper, a 68 year old widow did the trip on her
own riding an old hybrid bike. As the saying went, it’s about completion, not competing.
I’d like to thank all those who have sponsored me, and I should raise a total close to £6000!
It’s not too late to sponsor me either at: www.bmycharity,com/kchth
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Swanscombe CC (and Don Bardoe)
A while ago Don gave to the Club a badge of the ‘Swanscombe Cycling Club’ which had
passed down through his family. Some of you may have seen it displayed at our
‘90th Birthday’ events. It is enamel on silver in the shape of a
shield, surmounted by a pair of ‘penny-farthing’ handlebars (trust
me!). It is not dated, but the art nouveau style and the handlebars
suggest 1880’s / 1890’s.
The Swanscombe CC was certainly active in 1894 – they had
amateur riders racing on the track at the ‘Bat & Ball’ sports ground;
probably riding on ‘penny-farthings’ (or ‘ordinaries’). The Club was
also active in the 1920’s and 1930’s. Press reports of this period
focus on club-runs rather than racing events. In common with
several other local clubs, there is no record of them re-forming post
1945.
Researching the badge prompted Don to chat about his own family connections with
Swanscombe –
“My great-grandfather had a farm/smallholding in Swanscombe, in the area known as
Arkyden, I believe. He was William Wilberforce Bardoe, but known as ‘Brassy Bardoe’ due to
his love of money; he left the area when Whites cement factory bought the land to dig out the
chalk. He was a cyclist, so presumably the original owner of the badge.
He then took the ‘Old Prince of Orange’
pub; it’s said there was once a very oldstyle bike in an upper room. (Perhaps it
was his old machine?). He died young,
aged about 50, and great-grandmother
drunk the place into debt. My grandfather
Stanley bought her out and moved in with
his family. They had more children whilst
they were there, to a grand total of eleven.
The pub displayed a CTC sign. This would
indicate it was ‘cycling friendly’ – recommended for food or accommodation, and possibly a
venue for local riders”.
An S. Bardoe also appears in the early days of Gravesend CC. In October 1923 (just eight
months after the Club was formed.) He rode a Club 25, coming 6th out of 12 riders with a time
of 1-15-09. The winning time was 1-06-50; very respectable times given the machines and the
roads they were riding on. (Roger has a 1920’s racer – you’d be amazed, and humbled!!). Don
thinks that this one was his uncle Stan.

Roger Stevens/Don Bardoe
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our perpetual motion cyclist is at it again …….

I have only ridden one sportive in Essex and I had seen Evans where running one from the
Secret Nuclear Bunker site just outside Brentwood. I have done Evans rides before as they
seem well run with well stocked food stops as well as well marked routes.
I got there early to sign in on the day £20 (17.50 if you sign up before) where they give you a
High 5 pack, map and timing clip. I set off in the first group and then tagged onto the back of
a group of about 15 and we all seem to take turns at the front. This is the first time I have ever
averaged 20 mph for nearly the first 50 miles (we did not stop at the first food stop)to the first
food stop. By the food stop the group was down to 4 with the others having dropped off the
back of the group. We had a 4 mile off route section due to missing a sign.
The other 3 were locals and said we had done a good route today, as well as
a fair bit on this year’s Tour route in places. Most of the roads and lanes we
used were well surfaced with just a few sections which were poor. I did
smile when they said we have done some hills today and I said you better
come over and try a GGC club ride and see what real hills are like, as all
we went up were slopes. (He’s got some cheek that Keith Allen!!)
My legs ran out of go with about 3 miles to go but really enjoyed the day
and had to smile at the end when one of them said “If you do not mind
how old are you?” I said “52” and he said “well done for riding like you
do”. 70 miles in total. I am glad I did not try the 100 mile route as I am
now trying to keep the routes I do under 80 miles as I seem to recover miles
better not going over 80 miles.

Saxon 100 - ridden & written by Mike Jones
This was an inaugural event in aid of prostate cancer which was well support by both men and
women.
It was a fairly flat course which reflects a reasonable ride time (at least for me) of 6hrs 52
mins and overall time of 7hrs 6mins.
Not too much to reports, other than an enjoyable ride through the Suffolk countryside,
highlight probably being passing the house in the clouds at Aldburgh on the east coast.
Only downside being, having ridden my first century on a 2mm thick carbon saddle it was the
first time I’d had Sudocrem applied since I was in nappies! It was a good cause so well
worth the discomfort.
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Army Cyclist Corps - the bicycle in wartime Roger Stevens
Roger, ever prescient, sent in the following article given the centenary of the start of World
War 1

I went to the Ripley Jumble in April. Always a good day out, and a great social occasion. But,
more interestingly, I bought a WW1 cap badge for the ‘Army Cyclist Corps.’
Army cyclist battalions were quite prominent in the first years of that War. This one is a
‘general’ badge, but there were many county based battalions, and each had their own
distinctive badges and buttons. Kent had its own battalion - there is a commemorative plaque
in Canterbury Cathedral. By the middle of the War, these units had been merged into
‘regular’ regiments, but they had played an important role in the early years, when their speed
and mobility were great assets.
Cyclist battalions were not a WW1 invention; some were formed as early as 1888. The Kent
Cyclist Battalion was formed in 1908 as part of the Territorial Force.
The bicycle continued to play a part in more recent conflicts. For instance, in Vietnam, the
use of bicycles as ‘packhorses’ was pivotal to the success of the Ho Chi Minh Trail - the
supply route which sustained the Vietnamese NLF Army in their fight against both French
and American invaders.
Further reading :
‘The Bicycle in Wartime’ by Jim Fitzpatrick.

[available via abebooks.co.uk ]

‘History of the Kent Cyclist Battalion’ by Cyril Brisow.
[Held at KCC Library, Springfield. Or I can supply an abridged extract]

Roger Stevens (May 2014)
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………….. Karl Firmin

The bank I work for is a major supporter of the charity Seeing is Believing and does a lot of
internal charity events to raise funds. Over the last 3 years they have been holding many
multi-day cycling events. In the first two years I took part in the Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) to
Singapore 500Km rides over 3 days in high heat and humidity. Previous years has seen the
UK version being a ride between Liverpool and London, which was due to the affinity to a
certain football club. This year the event turned in to the Leeds to London event and the route
was majorly based on the first 3 stages of the Tour de France.
Our route followed most of the TdF route but missed out some major dual carriageways in the
interest of safety. Our event was based on 3 days with an optional first day or as we described
it ‘our’ prologue.
Day 1 ‘Prologue’ Leeds to Harrogate (205Km 2,476m ascent).
We started off from Leeds town centre and headed out towards Harewood House in 3 groups
before heading out to Otley and the open roads. We were graced with excellent weather and
scenery. Disaster nearly struck after just 36kms for me, riding at the back of the pack our
group were distracted by our photographer and, after streaming past, the head of the group
suddenly just slowed without calling, slowing or stopping and the group concertinaed up. As
I was at the back and had nowhere to go, other than into the back of the guy in front, resulting
in a superman flying moment. I had a nice hard landing downwards onto the road but luckily
I didn’t slide so no gravel rash but just a heavy big hit on my hip back and head. My helmet
took the full brunt of the tarmac and compressed quite a bit at the back. ‘Luck’ would have it
our medic was on the spot when the accident happened and ensured I was OK and no head
injury, my leg was very sore but rather than rest up I got straight back on the bike and rode off
before the leg seized up.
Here’s my timely reminder for all, always wear a helmet and when riding in a group ensure
you call out road hazards and also changes to speed.

The rest of the day was pretty uneventful and we took in the Cote de Cray 1.6Km @ 7.1%,
Cote de Buttertubs 4.5Km @ 6.8km, and Cote de Griton Moor 3Km @ 6.6% climbs. Once
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the adrenalin of the accident wore off I started to suffer with pains in my hip and back and
was slowing the group down too much so after 140Km I stepped off for the day.
Day 2 York to Huddersfield (135Km 2,166m ascent)
Due to the distance and climbing on Stage 2 we actually split this over 2 days. The second
day saw and additional 6 people join the event and split down further into 4 groups, after the
accident the previous day I decided to step down to the slowest group

After a nice steady flat start, we had a quick stop in Knaresborough where we were
entertained by students of the Henshaws Arts and Crafts centre that provide training for
people of all ages with disabilities. The students sung us a song they entered for Yorkshire
TdF competition for which they’d earned 3rd place, it was a truly humbling moment especially
as some of them were visually impaired, which is what the SiB charity supports.
After the stop we started on the day’s climbing which took in Cote de Blubberhouses 1.8Km
@ 6.1% before lunch. After lunch we were treated to some serious elevation - we took in Cote
de Oxenhope 3.1Km @ 6.4%, Cote de Cragg Vale 8.6Km @ 6%, and Cote de Ripponden
1.3Km @ 6.7%. After the second day we really earned our rest and our food and drink at the
Pennine Manor hotel was well received by all.

Day 3 Huddersfield to Hillsborough (56Km, 1,322m ascent)
Starting day 3 on top of the Pennines meant the very first action was a nice quick downhill
section, the fun was short lived however as we then hit the first hill of the day over 2.5Km @
5%, not great with cold legs that hadn’t really started working for the day ahead. After a
second short climb of 1.4Km @ 8% we headed off towards Holmfirth and the start of Holme
Moss.
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After a nice downhill to Digby reservoir we started at the base of Cote de Holme Moss which
was a 7km climb at 10% this just dragged on and on but the pain was rewarded with terrific
views across the valleys. We had a quick break at the top here before we came down towards
Woodhead reservoir with a 4.3Km descent @ -6%. We then had a long slow climb of 5.4Km
@ 3% up to Windleton before our break at Langsett. Straight from the break we went
skywards again when we tackled Cote de Midhopestones climb of 2.5Km @ 6.1% after this
we hit a hidden segment known on Strava as Big Balls descent 1Km @ -9% I like a descent
but wow this really took some braking to make sure of personal safety, straight from this we
cross a little bridge before we hit Cote de Bradfield 1Km @ 8 %, this was our final climb of
the day, Our legs really suffered today so the steady roll into Hillsborough was welcome. I
think nearly everybody crashed out on the coach journey to Cambridge where we were to start
our final day.

Day 4 Cambridge to London (106Km, 745m ascent)
This was to be a nice steady flattish route but every incline really told on the legs. The
previous 3 days really had taken their toll. We rolled through the countryside before a quick
lunch stop at Epping Forest before we rolled off to Victoria Park in London for a regroup
before a massed arrival at our head office just off London Wall. We were welcomed back by a
street party with plenty of food and drink from well wishers from within the bank.
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Summary
It was awesome being able to ride on many of the roads that the TdF legends would be riding
on in only a few weeks time; I can’t wait to see how fast they climb some of those hills. I was
pleased to complete 439Km of riding with an ascent of 6,253m in 4 days, this has probably
been the hardest I’ve ever ridden. Hard work? Yes, Would I do it again? Yes.
I was lucky to be guided by Willi Moore a very quiet unassuming person, it was only later
that I found out this guy was a British Olympian and had won a bronze medal in the team
pursuit event at the 1972 Munich Olympiad.

Note:
Usually at the end of the Newsletter are the GCC, local Open
and Club events. However as the only changes to the listings
from the previous Newsletter are to the local Club events and
the fact there has been more of interest to put in this
Newsletter I have omitted them. Refer to previous
Newsletter, but if wanting local Club events for July, August &
September then contact me.
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